Proposed traffic signals at the intersection of Brays Road and Moreton Street

Proposed traffic signals at the intersection of Brays Road, Normanby Road and the school driveway

Impact of road upgrade on existing trees to be minimised

Start of road reconstruction

Proposed bus stop location

Proposed pathway connection into school

Existing edge line to be removed and lane line extended providing two through lanes

Impact of road upgrade on existing trees to be minimised

Existing bus stop to be removed

Existing pathway between existing trees to remain

Proposed bus stop location

Impact of road upgrade on existing trees to be minimised

Proposed pathway

Connection into school

Road pavement

2.0m wide concrete pathway

Concrete traffic island

Driveway reconstruction

Kerb ramp complying with requirements of the disability discrimination act

Proposed or retained landscaped area

Proposed street tree

Existing pathway between existing trees to remain

Impact of road upgrade on existing trees to be minimised

Proposed bus stop location

Existing bus stop to be removed

Proposed traffic signals at the intersection of Brays Road and Moreton Street

Proposed pathway connection into school